Road of Humanity (Via Humanitatis)				Prodigals				Conscience, Self-Control				Relies on basic human morals to keep the Beast at bay.
-Path of Breath (Via Anima)					Inspired					Conscience, Self-Control				Interact with mortals to hold on to your humanity.
-Path of Community (Via Communitas / Tariq el-Umma)		Civilised					Conscience, Self-Control				Work for the betterment of your community.
-Path of Vigor (Via Vireo)					Rovers					Conscience, Self-Control				Discovery and innovation as goals unto themselves.
-Path of Illumination (Via Luminis)				Illuminated, Blasphemers		Conviction, Self-Control				The search for Enlightenment and Golconda.

Road of the Beast (Via Bestiae)				Ferals					Conviction, Instinct				Focus on survival to the exclusion of all other distractions.
-Path of the Hunter (Via Praedator)				Hunters					Conviction, Instinct				Focus on the act of hunting prey.
-Path of the Nomad (Via Erronis / Tariq el-Bedouin)		Wanderers				Conviction, Instinct				Relies on the freedom of wandering to stay at peace.
-Path of the Savage (Via Feritas)					Savages				Conviction, Instinct				Reject and fight against the trappings of civilisation.
--Road of the Slain (Via Einherjar)				Einherjar				Conviction, Self-Control				Courage is the greatest of virtues. The weak deserve nothing better than scorn and abuse.
--Road of the Yasa (Via Yasaq)					Barbarians				Conviction, Self-Control				The strong may take what the weak cannot hold on to. Honor, loyalty and protecting ones own is paramount.
-Path of the Grey Hunter (Via Venator Umbra)			Grey Hunters				Conviction, Instinct				Stalk prey and distractions in the confines of civilisation.
-Path of Harmony						Harmonists				Conviction, Instinct				Respect your prey and the natural order to maintain spiritual equilibrium.
--Path of the Feral Heart						Beasts					Conviction, Instinct				Loyalty to the pack as a source of strength.

Road of Heaven (Via Caeli / Tariq el-Sama)			Faithful, Noddists			Conviction, Self-Control				Devotion to God as a means to push back the Beast.
-Path of Divinity (Via Divinitatis)					Divinists, Heretics			Conviction, Self-Control				Convert kine to the worship of Cainites and, through them, God.
-Path of Penitence (Via Penaculum)				Penitents				Conscience, Self-Control				Atone for your cursed state to achieve peace.
-Path of Retribution (Via Vindicta)				Crusaders				Conviction, Self-Control				Punish the wicked and reject the Beast.
-Path of Sorrow (Via Dolorosa / Tariq el-Alaam)			Martyrs					Conviction, Self-Control				Stand between the meek and the wicked, smite the forces of Infernalism.
-Road of Æsirgarð (Via Æsirgarð)										Conviction, Self-Control				Worship the Æsir and collect and spread the sagas of the Norse.
-Sharia el-Sama							Ashirra					Conscience, Self-Control				Follow the tenets of the Qur'aan and repent to achieve absolution.

Road of Sin (Via Peccati)					Sinners					Conviction, Instinct				Do as you please; nothing is forbidden.
-Path of Pleasure (Via Voluptarius)				Voluptuaries				Conviction, Instinct				The search for earthly pleasures is all that matters.
-Path of Cruelty (Via Crudelitas)					Heartless				Conviction, Self-Control				Sate your Beast with the torment of others.
-Path of the Adversary (Via Adversarius)				Adversaries				Conviction, Instinct				Let no one hold dominion over you, especially not your Beast, and fight those who would call themselves masters over Kindred or kine.
-Path of Screams (Via Quiritare)					Screamers				Conviction, Instinct				Follow your Beast's every whim, deny it nothing.

Road of Kings (Via Regalis)					Scions					Conviction, Self-Control				Gain mastery over others to gain mastery over your Beast.
-Path of Chivalry (Via Equitum / Tariq el-Harb)			Paladins				Conscience, Self-Control				Observe the code of chivalry to repress the Beast.
-Path of the Merchant (Via Mercator)				Merchants				Conviction, Self-Control				Manipulate others to gather influence and wealth in order to sate the Beast.
-Path of the Tyrant (Via Tyrannus)				Tyrants					Conviction, Self-Control				Dominate your surroundings to placate your Beast.
-Path of the Vizier (Via Consuasor)				Counselors				Conviction, Self-Control				Manipulate your surroundings without exposing your hand so that you may rule from the shadows.

Road of Lilith (Derech Lilith)					Bahari, Lilin				Conviction, Instinct				Pain and misery are the gateways to Enlightenment.
-Path of Awakening						Nahemites				Conviction, Instinct				Pursue pain into madness to open your eyes and see beyond the earthly confines of the world.
-Path of Flesh												Conviction, Instinct				Explore and experience all taboos you encounter to placate your Beast.

Road of the Serpent (Via Serpentis)				Tempters				Conviction, Self-Control				Follow your desires and work to open the eyes of others to this freedom.
-Path of Typhon							Theophidians, Typhonists, Corruptors	Conviction, Self-Control				Indulge your desires and free yourself from morals and conscience. Corrupt others until they are ready to ascend above all spiritual shackles.
--Path of Ecstacy						Ecstatics, Maenads, Thiasus		Conscience, Self-Control				Pursue pleasure as a means of achieving ecstacy and thus get a glimpse into the spiritual world. Indulge all manner of taboos and suffer no innocence to survive.
--Path of the Warrior						Wraths, Horned Vipers			Conviction, Self-Control				Punish your body in order to steel it against weakness. Achieve mastery of arms and Disciplines to fight against the foes of Set.
--Path of the Crocodile						Slaves					Conviction, Instinct				Always indulge to excess; feed gluttonously, amass temporal wealth and engage in fleshly pleasures to distraction. Take from the poor and raise up the wealthy.
-Path of Sutekh							Liberated				Conviction, Self-Control				Your own liberation from morals and taboos is paramount to all else.

Road of Night (Via Noctis)					Redeemers, Confessors			Conviction, Self-Control				Strike down sinners and corruptors in pursuit of your own redemption.
-Hot Path of Night						Nihilists					Conviction, Instinct				Give in to your monstrous nature; bring terror and misery to the weak and make monsters of the strong.
-Cold Path of Night						Contemplatives				Conviction, Self-Control				Explore and study your monstrous nature to the exclusion of all else.
-Lightless Path of Night						Shadows				Conviction, Self-Control				Reject the world of light and embrace darkness both literal and spiritual.
-Allied Path of Night						Uniters					Conviction, Self-Control / Instinct			Reject selfishness and individualism: In the end, all Lasombra are tied to one another via the Abyss.
-Righteous Path of Night						Scourges				Conviction, Self-Control / Instinct			Strike down sinners and corruptors in pursuit of your own redemption (as Road of Night).

Mayaparisatya						Rakshasas, Shilmulo			Conviction, Instinct				Accept that the earthly world is an illusion and seek the imperfections in that illusion: Paradoxes. Meditate upon such paradoxes to find your svadharma and then dedicate yourself to that destiny.
-Road of Paradox (Via Paradoxi / Tariq el-Tanaqud)		Sybarites				Conviction, Instinct				Disrupt the workings of all Kindred outside this path; steal, destroy and kill all they have built up.
--Path of the Betrayer (Via Proditor)				Judas					Conviction, Self-Control				Disrupt the ambitions of other Kindred and sow discord among them to speed on the coming of the apocalypse.

Road of Blood (Via Sanguinus / Tariq -el-Haqim)		Sentinels				Conviction, Self-Control				Seek to purge the ranks of Kindred from those too corrupt or unworthy of the blessing of Haqim. Diablerize those found wanting to return their blood to Haqim.
-Path of Blood							Dervishes, Assassins			Conviction, Self-Control				Sate the Beast with the blood of Kindred outside the path and seek to convert those found worthy.

Road of Bones (Via Ossium / Tariq el-A'Tham)		Gravediggers				Conviction, Self-Control				Study and contemplate the nature of death to suppress the beast.
-Road of the Abyss						Shadowed				Conviction, Self-Control				Study the Abyss and reject all morals and trappings of conscience.
-Path of Death and the Soul					Necronomists				Conviction, Self-Control				Scientifically study death to learn about the soul. Let go of all wordly attachments.

Road of the Devil (Via Diabolis)				Blasphemers				Conviction, Instinct				Evil is in a vampire's nature, so it is in your nature to commit acts of evil.
-Path of Revelations						Edimmu, Corruptors			Conviction, Instinct				Dedicate yourself to the forces of Hell and enact their will in the world.

Road of the Hive (Via Hyron)										Conviction, Instinct				Loyalty to your Nest comes first and foremost.
Road of Service (Via Servilis)					Slaves					Conviction, Instinct				Only in loyal service to your Tremere masters is purpose found.

Road of Metamorphosis (Via Mutationes)			Seekers				Conviction, Instinct				Meditate and experiment on yourself and others to transcend the human condition and shake off its mores and limitations.
-Path of Metamophosis						Metamorphosists			Conviction, Instinct				Mould your body in order to mould you soul. Experiment with yourself and your Beast on the road to Azhi Dahaka.


Path of Caine							Noddists				Conviction, Instinct				Deny the beast, repress your urges. Diablerize those unworthy of the blood and seek ever for the truths concerning the First Vampire and the origin of all Cainites.
Path of Cathari						Albigensians				Conviction, Instinct				Indulge in the excesses of the flesh: You are already damned and may as well enjoy your wicked state. Tempt and corrupt the passionate onto the path.
Path of Honorable Accord					Knights					Conscience, Self-Control				Devote yourself to your duty, show courage before all challenges and always honour an oath.
Path of Power and the Inner Voice			Unifiers					Conviction, Instinct				Learn about yourself by bending your surroundings to you will.
Path of the Scorched Heart				Unforgiving				Conviction, Self-Control				Deny your emotions to weaken the Beast and see the world in logical clarity.
Path of Self-Focus						Internalists				Conviction, Instinct				Live in the moment, know yourself and seek not to impose your desires upon the world.
Path of Entelechy						Philosophers				Conviction, Self-Control				Deny your hunger and your desires to isolate the Beast. Strive towards excellence in all things and maintain a strong moral center.
Path of Orion							Stalkers				Conviction, Instinct				Excel above humanity and the Beast by hunting and defeating powerful quarries. Slay those who aspire towards humanity or Golconda and purge the night of Wights.

Path of Redemption						Martyrs					Conscience, Self-Control				Seek absolution in the light of God and strike down those Cainites who revel in their cursed state or consort with the forces of Hell.


